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Abstract
The hippocampus is critical for memory and cognition and neuropsychiatric disorders, and its sub�elds
differ in cytoarchitecture, function and disease vulnerability. The genetic architectures of hippocampal
and sub�eld volumes have been studied in individuals of European ancestry; however, the results cannot
explain for inter-ancestry differences in their associations with cognitive abilities and brain disorders.
Here, we conduct trans-ancestry genome-wide association meta-analyses in 65,821 individuals for
hippocampal volume and 39,007 for sub�eld volumes, including 7,039 individuals of East Asian ancestry.
We identify 539 locus-trait associations at P < 5×10− 8 for 44 hippocampal volumetric traits, including 161
novel associations and 41 novel loci. Trans-ancestry analysis improves the precision of �ne-mapping
mainly caused by the inter-ancestry difference in linkage disequilibrium and can enhance the prediction
performance of polygenic scores in under-represented population by including hundreds of individuals
from this population. Genetic variants associated with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes are enriched
for neurogenesis and Wnt signaling and also affect cognition, emotion and neuropsychiatric disorders,
such as Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia, and depression. Our results highlight the value of trans-
ancestry analysis in the investigation of genetic architectures of human traits.

Introduction
The hippocampus embedded in the medial temporal lobe of the human brain is critical for episodic
memory, spatial navigation and other higher-level cognitive functions1–3, and particularly sensitive to
various stressful events4. The structural and functional impairments of the hippocampus have been
observed in numerous neuropsychiatric disorders with different pathogenic mechanisms, such as
Alzheimer’s disease (AD)5,6, Parkinson’s disease7, schizophrenia8, major depressive disorder (MDD)9,
anxiety10, addiction11, and posttraumatic stress disorder12. The hippocampus is a heterogeneous
structure consisting of sub�elds with distinct cytoarchitecture and function and vulnerability to
neuropsychiatric disorders13,14. For instance, the vulnerable sub�eld is CA1 in schizophrenia15 and
dentate gyrus in MDD9. The subiculum and CA1 are more prominently affected by AD than the dentate
gyrus and CA316.

As a recognized neuroimaging biomarker for AD, hippocampal volume calculated from structural
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is highly heritable with an estimated twin-based heritability of > 
75%17, which motivates the investigation of the genetic architecture of hippocampal volume. Prior
genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have identi�ed a number of genetic variants for hippocampal
and sub�eld volumes in individuals of European ancestry (EUR)17–24, but non-EUR populations, such as
East Asian ancestry (EAS), are severely under-represented. The results found in EUR cannot explain for
the inter-ancestry difference in the association of hippocampal volume with memory25. The variant-level
differences in allele frequency, linkage disequilibrium (LD), and effect size across populations also
prevent us from extrapolating genetic associations identi�ed in EUR to non-EUR populations. For
example, the genetic risk variants in CREB1 shared by bipolar disorder and MDD are associated with
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hippocampal volume in EUR, but their risk alleles are completely absent in EAS26. Moreover, the genetic
associations of hippocampal volume identi�ed in EUR cannot be replicated in EAS27. These results
highlight the need of conducting GWASs of hippocampal volume in ancestrally diverse populations to
uncover the ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic associations of hippocampal volume and to
ensure the resulting GWAS �ndings to be broadly applicable28. Furthermore, trans-ancestry GWASs have
found to bene�t for discovering new genetic associations, improving �ne-mapping of causal variants,
estimating polygenic score (PGS), and addressing inter-ancestry health disparities29–33. However, no
trans-ancestry GWASs have been conducted for hippocampal and sub�eld volumes so far mainly due to
the lack of neuroimaging genetics data of non-EUR populations.

The Chinese Imaging Genetics (CHIMGEN)34 project has collected genomic and neuroimaging data from
7,306 healthy Chinese Han participants, which provides a unique opportunity to investigate the genetic
architectures of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes using trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses by
incorporating genetic data from EUR. In this study, we aim to clarify the following questions: (a) whether
and why trans-ancestry analysis can identify novel associations; (b) whether and why trans-ancestry
analysis can improve the precision of �ne-mapping; and (c) whether and how trans-ancestry analysis can
promote the prediction ability of PGS in under-represented populations. We are also interested in
functional and clinical associations of the identi�ed genetic variants associated with hippocampal
volumetric traits.

Results

Trans-ancestry genetic associations of hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes
In this study, we aimed to identify genetic loci associated with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes,
including 44 traits symmetrically distributed in the left and right hippocampus (Fig. 1a). To obtain GWAS
summary statistics of these traits in EAS, we carried out GWASs for the 44 hippocampal volumetric traits
at 6,830,146 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 7,039 EAS participants (Supplementary Table 1)
from CHIMGEN. We identi�ed 21 signi�cant locus-trait associations at P < 5 × 10− 8 (Extended Data
Fig. 1), including 12 novel associations not reported in EUR-speci�c studies (Supplementary Table 2). The
obtained GWAS summary statistics of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in EAS were used for the
following trans-ancestry meta-analyses.

We �rst performed trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses for the left and right hippocampal volumes in
65,821 participants (EAS: 7,039 CHIMGEN participants; EUR: n = 58,782, 31,968 from UKBB and 26,814
from ENIGMA), and identi�ed 77 locus-trait associations at P < 5 × 10− 8, including 46 novel associations
(Fig. 1b) that have not been reported in previous EUR-speci�c GWASs. Then we conducted trans-ancestry
GWAS meta-analyses for the 42 hippocampal sub�eld volumes in 39,007 participants (EAS: n = 7,039
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from CHIMGEN; EUR: n = 31,968 from UKBB), and identi�ed 462 locus-trait associations at P < 5 × 10− 8,
including 115 novel associations (Fig. 1b).

In the trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses for all 44 phenotypes of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes,
we identi�ed 539 locus-trait associations (Extended Data Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 3) at P < 5 × 10− 8,
including 161 novel associations (Fig. 1b) not reported in EUR-speci�c GWASs. The 539 locus-trait
associations belonged to 118 loci, and 59 loci were correlated with more than one trait. The 161 novel
associations belonged to 83 loci, including 41 novel loci that have not been reported in EUR-speci�c
GWASs. For example, the locus with rs62430477 as the lead SNP was one of the novel loci identi�ed by
trans-ancestry meta-analyses for the right CA4 body volume (Fig. 1d). Since 80 of the 539 locus-trait
associations showed nominal allelic effect heterogeneity (Cochran’s Q-test: P < 0.05) between EAS and
EUR (Supplementary Table 3), we also validated these �ndings using Han and Eskin’s random effects
model35, which models the inter-study heterogeneity better. We found that 79 lead SNPs of the 80
associations reached genome-wide signi�cance (P < 5 × 10− 8) and the remaining one was also closed to
the signi�cant level (P = 5.40 × 10− 8) (Supplementary Table 3), indicating that the results of trans-
ancestry meta-analyses are reliable.

It is an open question whether trans-ancestry meta-analysis itself can provide novel biological insight
since the identi�ed new associations by trans-ancestry meta-analyses may be attributed to the increase
of the sample size. To answer the question, we compared the results derived from trans-ancestry meta-
analysis and those from EUR-speci�c GWAS with comparable sample size. For hippocampal volumes, we
compared trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses in 55,135 participants (7,039 from CHIMGEN, 21,282 from
UKBB discovery and 26,814 from ENIGMA) and EUR-speci�c GWAS meta-analyses in 58,782 participants
(31,968 from UKBB and 26,814 from ENIGMA). For hippocampal sub�eld volumes, we compared trans-
ancestry GWAS meta-analyses in 28,321 participants (7,039 from CHIMGEN and 21,282 from UKBB
discovery) and EUR-speci�c GWASs in 31,968 participants from UKBB. We found 60 locus-trait
associations (P < 5 × 10− 8) (Fig. 1c) that were discovered only through trans-ancestry meta-analyses
(Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 4), indicating that ancestrally diverse populations with
even smaller sample size than a single population can yield unique discoveries possibly due to the
difference in genetic architectures between populations. As an example, the locus with rs2274692 as the
lead SNP for the left CA1 body volume was identi�ed in trans-ancestry meta-analysis rather than in EUR-
speci�c GWAS with larger sample size (Fig. 1e).

To determine potential factors accounting for the improved power of trans-ancestry meta-analysis, we
compared the LD, allele frequencies and effect sizes of the lead SNPs of the 60 locus-trait associations
between EAS (CHIMGEN, n = 7,039) and EUR (UKBB, n = 31,968). Overall, the 60 associations had larger
effects (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P = 5.42 × 10− 4 for positive effects and P = 7.39 × 10− 8 for negative
effects, Fig. 1f and g) on hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in EAS than in EUR. The 60 associations
contained 50 SNPs, whose minor allele frequencies (MAFs) had no signi�cant difference (Wilcoxon
singed rank test, P = 0.367) between EAS and EUR (Fig. 1h). EAS-speci�c and EUR-speci�c LD values were
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measured by r2 using their respective 1000 Genomes Phase 3 reference datasets36. For each lead SNP of
a given locus, we separately calculated the r2 of the SNP to all other SNPs in the locus in EAS and EUR,
and compared the r2 values greater than 0.01 in both ancestral populations. Overall, the r2 of the 50 lead
SNPs had no signi�cant difference between EAS and EUR (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P = 0.23, Extended
Data Fig. 4), and the relationships between LD and genomic distance of EAS and EUR are shown in
Fig. 1i. In this study, we found 21 associations whose lead SNPs had a similar effect allele frequency
(EAF, difference within 5%) between EUR and EAS, 19/21 had larger effects on the hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes in EAS than those in EUR (grey spheres in Fig. 1f). For instance, rs823385 had almost
the same EAF values (EAFEAS = 0.581, EAFEUR = 0.558) in EAS and EUR, but its effect size on the right
hippocampal volume was twice larger in EAS (beta = 0.0597) than that in EUR (beta = 0.0290). In another
example, rs12495978 had similar EAF values (EAFEAS = 0.193, EAFEUR = 0.151) in the two populations, it
was much more strongly associated with the left GC-ML-DG head volume (beta = 0.102) in EAS than that
(beta = 0.0351) in EUR. Of the 39 associations whose lead SNPs had different EAFs between EAS and
EUR, 35 associations had larger effect sizes on hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in EAS than those in
EUR (Fig. 1f). For example, the effect allele of rs2235933 was more common in EAS than in EUR (EAFEUR

= 0.271, EAFEAS = 0.578), and its effect on the right presubiculum body volume was larger in EAS (beta =
-0.0647) than that in EUR (beta = -0.0312). Although the effect allele of rs1518085 was more common in
EUR than in EAS (EAFEUR = 0.851, EAFEAS = 0.417), its effect on the left subiculum head volume in EAS
(beta = -0.0866) was still larger than that in EUR (beta = -0.0401). Taken together, these �ndings indicate
that the difference in effect size between ancestral populations, especially the relatively greater effect
size in the under-represented population, is an important cause for novel discoveries in trans-ancestry
meta-analysis.

Ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic associations
of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes
Since no large-scale GWAS has been conducted for hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in non-EUR
populations, the ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic associations of hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes between EUR and EAS remain unknown. To compare the SNP’s effect sizes on hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes between EUR and EAS, we chose the SNPs with genome-wide signi�cance (P < 5 × 10− 8)
in any of the four GWASs including trans-ancestry meta-analyses (n = 65,821), CHIMGEN (n = 7,039),
UKBB (n = 31,968), or ENIGMA (n = 26,814) for hippocampal volume, and those in any of the three GWASs
including trans-ancestry meta-analyses (n = 39,007), CHIMGEN (n = 7,039) or UKBB (n = 31,968) for
hippocampal sub�eld volumes. After excluding duplicate associations and those with loci genotyped
only in one population, we obtained 581 locus-trait associations (Supplementary Table 5) and compared
the direction of effect of the lead SNPs between EAS (7,039 CHIMGEN participants) and EUR (31,968
UKBB participants). We observed 86.92% of these associations (505/581) with consistent direction of
effect between EAS and EUR (Fig. 2a). In the tests for allelic effect heterogeneity, we found 462/581
(79.52%) ancestry-shared genetic associations with no evidence for allelic effect heterogeneity (Cochran’s
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Q-test: P ≥ 0.05) between EAS and EUR (Fig. 2b). For instance, two loci with rs2363340 (chr10) and
rs6496265 (chr15) as the lead SNPs showed signi�cant effects on several phenotypes of hippocampal
and sub�eld volumes in both EAS and EUR, such as the right hippocampal tail (Fig. 2c left) and left
hippocampal body volumes (Fig. 2c right). We also found 119/581 (20.48%) potential ancestry-speci�c
genetic associations with nominally signi�cant (Cochran’s Q-test: P < 0.05) in the allelic effect
heterogeneity tests (Fig. 2b). Using a threshold of P < 8.61 × 10− 5 to additionally correct for 581
associations, we found 23/581 (3.96%) reliable ancestry-speci�c genetic associations (Fig. 2b). The
distribution of different types of genetic associations across the 44 traits of hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes is shown in Fig. 2e. The left CA4 head volume had the largest number (n = 3) and ratio (23.08%)
of reliable ancestry-speci�c genetic associations (Fig. 2e). For example, the locus with rs7315280 as the
lead SNP, a previously identi�ed locus for hippocampal volumetric traits in chromosome 12 in EUR-
speci�c GWAS, showed strong allelic effect heterogeneity on the right hippocampal tail volume between
EAS and EUR (Cochran’s Q-test: P = 2.14 × 10− 8). The locus affected the trait only in EUR (Fig. 2d left). In
addition, there were loci that had a greater effect on hippocampal traits in EAS than in EUR, such as the
locus with rs6463429 as the lead SNP, showed an ancestry-speci�c genetic association for left GC-ML-DG
head volume (Cochran’s Q-test: P = 1.06 × 10− 6; Fig. 2d right), left CA4 head volume (Cochran’s Q-test: P = 
1.48 × 10− 6) and left hippocampal head (Cochran’s Q-test: P = 4.35 × 10− 6). This was a novel locus
identi�ed in EAS for the three hippocampal traits, however, the locus had no impact for these traits in
EUR.

Trans-ancestry analysis improves the resolution of �ne-
mapping
To test whether the resolution of �ne-mapping based on trans-ancestry GWAS summary statistics is
higher than that based on ancestry-speci�c GWAS summary statistics, we compared the �ne-mapping
results derived from trans-ancestry meta-analyses in 28,321 participants (7,039 from CHIMGEN and
21,282 from UKBB discovery) and those derived from EUR-speci�c GWASs in 21,282 individuals from
UKBB discovery. After excluding 36 loci not present in CHIMGEN genetic data, the remaining 231 genome-
wide signi�cant locus-trait associations identi�ed in UKBB discovery were used for comparing the �ne-
mapping performance based on GWAS summary statistics from trans-ancestry and single-ancestry
analyses. For each locus, the range (± 500kb) and SNPs were kept consistent between trans-ancestry and
ancestry-speci�c datasets, and �ne-mapping was performed using PAINTOR37. The �ne-mapping results
are demonstrated in Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 6. The �ne-mapping resolution was improved in
121/231 (52.38%) locus-trait associations, and the number of the most precise �ne-mapping (one variant
in 95% credible set) was increased from 2 in single-ancestry analysis to 10 in trans-ancestry analysis.
Since the �ne-mapping resolution is increased with the sample size in GWASs31, we also compared the
�ne-mapping results derived from trans-ancestry meta-analyses in 28,321 participants (7,039 from
CHIMGEN and 21,282 from UKBB discovery) and those derived from single-ancestry GWASs in 31,968
EUR individuals from UKBB discovery (n = 21,282) and replication (n = 10,686). In the 121 locus-trait
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associations with improved �ne-mapping resolution in trans-ancestry analysis, the �ne-mapping
resolution of 82 loci (67.8%) was still higher in trans-ancestry analysis than in single-ancestry analysis
with 12.9% larger sample size (Fig. 3a). Moreover, the number of the most precise �ne-mapping was still
2 in single-ancestry analysis with a greater sample size, which was much smaller than 10 in trans-
ancestry analysis. These �ndings indicate that the improved resolution of �ne-mapping in trans-ancestry
analysis cannot be simply explained by the increase in sample size. One example is the locus with
rs1370938 as the lead SNP (Fig. 3b), the number of causal SNPs in 95% credible set shifted from three in
EUR-speci�c analysis to one in trans-ancestry �ne-mapping. The improved resolution of �ne-mapping
seems to be related to the difference in LD pattern of the locus between EAS and EUR (Fig. 3c),
rs1370938 was highly linked to the other two SNPs included in 95% credible set in EUR, but it was not
correlated with these two SNPs in EAS. In addition, the �ne-mapping results from PAINTOR were further
con�rmed by approximate Bayesian approach38. The sizes (the number of SNPs) of 95% credible sets
were signi�cantly correlated between the two �ne-mapping methods (Pearson’s r = 0.995), and the 95%
credible sets with one causal SNP were identical (Supplementary Table 6).

To further explore which genetic features are associated with the improved �ne-mapping in trans-ancestry
analysis, we compared the inter-ancestry differences in LD, allele frequencies, and effect sizes of the peak
SNPs of 82 locus-trait associations with improved �ne-mapping resolution in trans-ancestry analysis
relative to EUR-speci�c analyses. The 82 locus-trait associations contained 47 distinct lead SNPs, and
their LD (r2) values were calculated according to the above-mentioned approach. Overall, the r2 values of
47 lead SNPs were much higher (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P = 3.78 × 10− 133) in EUR than in EAS (Fig. 3d).
We further compared the r2 grouped by distance (50kb as interval) and found consistently higher LD in
EUR than in EAS within the range of 500kb (Fig. 3e). Despite the MAFs of these lead SNPs in EAS were
less frequent (Wilcoxon singed rank test: P = 2.51 × 10− 4) than that in EUR (Fig. 3f), their effect sizes did
not show signi�cant difference between trans-ancestry and EUR-speci�c analyses (Wilcoxon rank-sum
test, P = 0.88) (Fig. 3g). These �ndings suggest that the LD difference between ancestries is a major
contributor for the improved �ne-mapping resolution in trans-ancestry analysis, and the contribution of
the MAF difference needs to be further con�rmed due to the moderate signi�cance and large within-
ancestry variance.

Transferability for PGS of trans-ancestry meta-analysis
So far, all large-scale GWASs for hippocampal and sub�eld volumes have been conducted in EUR
individuals; however, the PGSs constructed only based on EUR individuals tend to underperform when
predicting for individuals from non-EUR populations39,40. In this study, we systematically assessed the
applicability of PGSs constructed based on different combinations of individuals with distinct ancestries
to predict traits of individuals from the under-represented population (EAS). In these analyses, CHIMGEN
participants were divided into two groups according to the types of MRI scanners: 5,023 participants
(CHIMGEN discovery) whose MRI data were acquired by the same type of scanner (GE MR750) and
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parameters were regarded as the base dataset in the PGS analysis; and the remaining 2,016 participants
whose MRI data were acquired by other nine types of MR scanners were regarded as the target dataset in
this analysis (Extended Data Fig. 5). We compared the prediction performance of PGS constructed based
on three types of GWAS summary statistics: (a) trans-ancestry meta-analysis in 26,305 participants
(5,023 from CHIMGEN discovery and 21,282 from UKBB discovery); (b) EUR-speci�c GWAS in 31,968
participants from UKBB discovery (n = 21,282) and replication (n = 10,686); and (c) EAS-speci�c GWAS in
5,023 participants from CHIMGEN discovery. Because we were interested in the prediction performance of
PGSs for traits of individuals from the under-represented population, we only included 2,016 EAS
participants from CHIMGEN as the target dataset in all PGS analyses (Supplementary Table 7). We found
that the prediction performance (R2

average = 0.011) of PGSs derived from the trans-ancestry meta-analysis

outperformed than those derived from EAS-speci�c GWAS (R2
average = 0.0056; Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P 

= 4.08 ×  10− 11) and EUR-speci�c GWAS (R2
average = 0.0069; Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P = 6.09 ×  10− 8).

The trans-ancestry meta-analysis could improve the predictive performance in 42/44 traits relative to
EAS-speci�c GWAS and in 40/44 traits than EUR-speci�c GWAS (Fig. 4a and b). The improved prediction
performance of PGSs derived from trans-ancestry meta-analysis cannot simply attribute to the sample
size because the sample size of the EUR-speci�c GWAS (n = 31,968) was 21.5% greater than that of the
trans-ancestry meta-analysis (n = 26,305).

Consistent with previous studies41, we found that PGSs derived from the same ancestral population (EAS,
5,023 from CHIMGEN discovery) could achieve similar prediction performance (Wilcoxon rank-sum test of
R2, P = 0.46) relative to that from different ancestral population with much larger sample size (EUR,
21,282 from UKBB discovery) (Fig. 4b). We also found that PGS derived from EUR (n = 31,968) performed
even better (Wilcoxon rank-sum test of R2, P = 0.012) than that derived from the same under-represented
population (EAS, n = 5,023) (Fig. 4b), indicating that PGS derived from large-sample EUR population can
be used for predicting traits of individuals from the under-represented population when there was no
GWAS summary statistics of the population with enough large sample size.

We further assessed the prediction performance of the PGSs derived from the trans-ancestry meta-
analyses that included different numbers of EAS participants in the base datasets, which were extracted
according to random sampling within the 5,023 participants from CHIMGEN discovery, and found that the
inclusion of limited sample size of EAS participants can improve the prediction performance of PGS
(Fig. 4c). When we constructed PGS based on trans-ancestry GWAS results of 500 EAS participants from
CHIMGEN discovery and 21,282 EUR participants from UKBB discovery, its prediction performance was
improved compared with that of PGS constructed using UKBB discovery participants (Wilcoxon rank-sum
test of R2, P = 0.02) and was comparable with the prediction performance of PGS constructed using all
UKBB participants (n = 31,968) (Wilcoxon rank-sum test of R2, P = 0.42), which was better than that
constructed using UKBB discovery due to the increased sample size (Wilcoxon rank-sum test of R2, P = 
0.0031). Compared with PGSs constructed using all UKBB participants (n = 31,968), the prediction
performance was improved by constructing PGS using 3,000 EAS from CHIMGEN discovery and 21,282
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EUR participants from UKBB discovery (Wilcoxon rank-sum test of R2, P = 3.55 ×  10− 4) (Fig. 4d). Taken
together, these results suggest that the construction of PGSs based on trans-ancestry GWAS results could
improve the prediction performance for traits of individuals from the under-represented population by
adding a moderate sample size of individuals from the population.

Functional annotation of genetic loci associated with
hippocampal and sub�eld volumes
To understand functional consequences of genetic loci associated with hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes, we performed functional annotation of signi�cant SNPs (P < 5 × 10− 8) derived from trans-
ancestry analysis using an integrative web-based platform (FUMA)42. Gene functional consequences of
these SNPs were investigated using ANNOVAR43 and combined annotation-dependent depletion (CADD)
scores44, and effects of SNPs on gene expression were explored by expression quantitative trait loci
(eQTL) mapping of hippocampal tissue from GTEx45. Of the 4,844 SNPs, 4,833 were annotated by
ANNOVAR, and they were mainly located in intronic (56.76%) and intergenic (27.21%) areas (Fig. 5a). We
also identi�ed 20 SNPs of non-synonymous mutations in exons (Supplementary Table 8) including four
novel mutations in genes (NR1H3, rs2279238; MADD, rs1051006 and rs2290148; APOE, rs429358).
NR1H3 encodes liver X receptor alpha and is linked to neurogenesis in the hippocampus46 and AD47. The
MADD expression reduces in the hippocampus with AD pathology, which contributes to neuronal cell
death48. The rs429358 (CADD score = 12.64) is a missense mutation in APOE, which has been associated
with hippocampal volume49 and AD50. The rs4076700 (a missense mutation in FBXW8) had the highest
CADD score (26.8), and FBXW8 knockdown can lead to abnormal morphology of Golgi apparatus and
reduced dendrite length in hippocampal neurons51.

In the hippocampal tissue, 835 distinct SNPs were eQTLs of 21 protein-coding genes (1,412 SNP-gene
pairs) at a 5% false discovery rate (FDR) threshold (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 9). The rs11158037
located in a novel locus for the left CA1 body volume (P = 1.40 ×  10− 8, beta = 0.043) was an eQTL of
ATG14 (P = 1.11 ×  10− 7, normalized effect size = 0.29), an autophagy-speci�c regulator52 associated
with neural differentiation, axon growth, and neuronal signaling53. The rs2311528 located in another
novel locus for the right presubiculum body volume (P = 3.83 ×  10− 8, beta = 0.043) was correlated with
the expression of CROCC (P = 4.07 ×  10− 7, normalized effect size = 0.29), an encoding gene of the major
structural component of the ciliary rootlet and being linked to brain development54. Ancestry-shared
signi�cant SNPs in chr10:126427037–126562724 for hippocampal and sub�eld volumes were eQTLs of
LHPP (P = 1.21 ×  10− 6, normalized effect size = 0.19) and METTL10 (P = 2.41 ×  10− 11, normalized
effect size = -0.42). The former is a risk gene of MDD55 and the latter is related to the process of
translation56.
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All 118 loci (4,844 SNPs) were mapped to 166 protein-coding genes based on location, among which the
41 novel loci were aligned to 49 protein-coding genes (Fig. 5b). We performed the statistical over-
representation analysis with WebGestalt57 online tool to identify enriched gene ontology (GO) terms of
biological process for these genes. The 166 genes were enriched for 71 GO biological process terms (qc <
0.05, Benjamini-Hochberg FDR corrected) (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 10), mainly for the neuron-
related biological processes, such as neurogenesis (P = 1.13 ×  10− 4), neuron development (P = 3.20 ×
10− 5) and differentiation (P = 3.59 ×  10− 5), axonogenesis (P = 4.39 ×  10− 5), and axon extension (P = 
7.50 ×  10− 5) and guidance (P = 1.42 ×  10− 4). Of these over-represented genes, nine (RAP1A, PTCH1,
STRN, SPTBN1, RIPOR2, VEGFA, SFRP1, PARD3, and APOE) were mapped by the novel loci. We also found
signi�cant enrichment for Wnt signaling (e.g. negative regulation of the Wnt signaling, P = 1.37 ×  10− 6),
and the enriched genes included those (STRN, IGFBP2, SFRP1, WWOX, and APOE) mapped by the novel
loci.

Phenome-wide association studies of genetic loci
associated with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes
We queried the 4,844 genome-wide signi�cant (P < 5 × 10− 8) SNPs associated with hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes in GWAS Catalog58 by FUMA42. We only focused on brain-related traits and
neuropsychiatric disorders. We found that 66 SNPs from 19 genomic regions associated with
hippocampal and sub�eld volumes also affected the focused phenotypes at P < 5 × 10− 8, including
neuropsychiatric disorders (AD and schizophrenia), cognitive-related traits (educational attainment, math
ability, cognitive performance, verbal declarative memory, intelligence, and reaction time), mental health
(neuroticism, worry, depressive symptoms, life satisfaction, and general risk tolerance), and
smoking/drinking (smoking and alcohol consumption) (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Table 11). For
example, 13 SNPs in 2q24.2 (SLC4A10 and DPP4) associated with hippocampal volume and 30 sub�eld
volumes were also correlated with cognitive-related traits and smoking/drinking traits. SLC4A10 encodes
a Na+-coupled HCO3

− exchanger, which is abundant in CA3 pyramidal cells and regulates neuronal

excitability and synaptic short-term plasticity59,60. DPP4 is highly expressed in the hippocampus and is
correlated with cognitive impairment61. Another example, two SNPs located in 10q26.13 associated with
hippocampal volume and 22 sub�eld volumes that regulate METTL10 expression in the hippocampus
were also correlated with cognitive-related traits. The rs73405293 (chr12) marked the most signi�cant
locus for hippocampal volume was also associated with educational attainment. This SNP is located in
the intron of TESC encoding tescalcin with a neuroprotective effect62. In the novel loci identi�ed by trans-
ancestry analysis, three SNPs (PTCH1, a gene correlated with neurogenesis in the hippocampus63)
associated with the left CA1 body volume were also correlated with cognitive-related traits. Notably, we
found that 5 SNPs located in 17q21.31 associated with four hippocampal sub�eld volumes but not with
the whole hippocampal volume were also correlated with cognitive-related traits and mental health,
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indicating that the sub�eld-speci�c genetic architecture may contribute to the inter-sub�eld differences of
the hippocampus in cytoarchitecture and function and vulnerability to brain disorders13,64.

Conclusions
In this study, we conducted the �rst trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses for 44 traits of hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes in up to 65,821 individuals. The results improve our understanding of the genetic
architecture of the whole and regional hippocampal volumes by providing 161 novel associations and 41
novel loci. Furthermore, we proved that trans-ancestry analysis with even smaller samples relative to
ancestry-speci�c analysis could still yield new genetic discoveries, which mainly bene�ted from the
relatively greater effect size in under-represented population rather than the inter-ancestry difference in
allele frequency or LD. Taking together, these results highlight the value of a more global representation
of populations in genetic studies. Despite most of the identi�ed genetic associations with hippocampal
volumetric traits were shared by ancestries, we also found ancestry-speci�c genetic associations, which
may account for the inter-ancestry discrepancy in hippocampus-related �ndings.

In addition to con�rming the previously identi�ed advantages of trans-ancestry analysis in �ne-mapping
and genetic risk prediction29,30, we provided additional insight into these points. In terms of �ne-mapping,
we found that the LD difference between ancestries contributed more to the improved resolution of �ne-
mapping by trans-ancestry analysis than the inter-ancestry difference in allele frequency and effect size.
In genetic risk prediction, we proved that the prediction performance could be signi�cantly improved by
including only hundreds of individuals from the under-represented population in trans-ancestry analysis.
This �nding is exciting in the �eld of genetic risk prediction because small sample-size genetic data of
the under-represented population are already available for a large number of human traits and disorders.

Beyond the discovery of novel genetic associations for hippocampal and sub�eld volumes, we provided
new biological insight into the relation of hippocampus with neuropsychiatric disorders. On the one hand,
we provided the �rst evidence for the effects of several AD-related genes (NR1H3, MADD and APOE) on
the hippocampus based on the discovered associations of non-synonymous mutations in exons of these
genes with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes. On the other hand, we identi�ed two inter-related
biological convergence points (neurogenesis and Wnt signaling) between hippocampus and
neuropsychiatric disorders since they were main enrichment terms for genetic loci associated with
hippocampal and sub�eld volumes and critical mechanisms in neuropsychiatric disorders including AD,
MDD, schizophrenia, and autism spectrum disorder65. The shared biological substrates support
hippocampal and sub�eld volumes to be used as biomarkers for these disorders, and novel agents
targeting the aberrant Wnt signaling in the hippocampus may bene�t for patients with neuropsychiatric
disorders with similar abnormality in the signal pathway.
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Method
Study populations

CHIMGEN

The Chinese Imaging Genetics (CHIMGEN) study (http://chimgen.tmu.edu.cn/) has collected genomic,
neuroimaging, environmental, and behavioral data from 7,306 healthy Chinese Han participants aged 18-
30 years34. Participants were recruited from 32 centers and neuroimaging data were acquired by 30 MR
scanners. (Supplementary Table 12). The inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented in Supplementary
Table 13, and the recruitment processes, standard operating procedures, and data quality control can be
found in the website (http://chimgen.tmu.edu.cn/)34. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants and the study was approved by local ethical committees of all research institutions.

Genetic data processing 

In the 7,306 CHIMGEN participants, 7,195 were genotyped by Illumina ASA-750K (Asian Screening Array),
which was specially designed for EAS individuals. The genotyped data were aligned to the human
reference genome (GRCh37/hg19). The quality control of the CHIMGEN genetic data was performed by
PLINK66 (http://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/). In the variant-level quality control, we excluded duplicated
variants and variants with call rate < 95%, minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.001, and Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE) P < 1 × 10-6. In the sample-level quality control, we excluded participants with sex
mismatch between self-reported and genotyping data, close relations estimated by identity by descent
(IBD > 0.1875), excess heterozygosity (> mean ± 5SD), missing genotypes > 3%, and outliers relative to
EAS identi�ed by principal components analysis (PCA). The numbers of variants and participants
removed in each step are reported in Extended Data Fig. 6. After the variant- and sample-level quality
control, a total of 7,163 individuals and 549,309 variants were included in the further imputation. The
obtained SNPs were pre-phased by SHAPEIT267 and imputed by IMPUTE268 with the merged reference
panel from 1000 Genomes Project (1KGP)36 and SG10K project69. Based on the criteria of MAF   0.01 and
IMPUTE2 info quality score   0.9, 6,830,146 imputed SNPs were �nally included in GWAS.   

MRI data processing

Structural MRI data were acquired by 10 types of 3.0-Tesla MRI scanners, and scanning parameters are
presented in Supplementary Table 14. The image quality of each scanner and consistency across

http://zzz/
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scanners were assessed34, and quality control was performed to exclude participants with unquali�ed
imaging data, details please see the website (http://chimgen.tmu.edu.cn/en/). Of the 7,163 participants
with quali�ed genetic data, 23 participants without structural MRI data and 79 participants with
unquali�ed structural MRI data were excluded. Hippocampal and sub�eld volumes were estimated by a
sub�eld segmentation algorithm provided by FreeSurfer v7.070 (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/).
This algorithm can automatically segment out hippocampal sub�elds based on a probabilistic atlas,
which was built with ultra-high-resolution ex vivo MRI data14. According to the atlas, the left or right
hippocampus can be segmented into 19 sub�elds, including the parasubiculum, hippocampus-amygdala-
transition-area (HATA), �mbria, hippocampal tail, hippocampal �ssure, and heads and bodies of the
presubiculum, subiculum, CA1, CA3 (including the CA2 and CA3 sub�elds), CA4, granule cell and
molecular layer of the dentate gyrus (GC-ML-DG), and molecular layer of hippocampus proper (molecular
layer HP). We also included the volumes of the entire hippocampus, hippocampal head, and hippocampal
body as three additional phenotypes, and thus we �nally generated 44 traits for hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes. After excluding 22 participants with segmentation failure, we included 7,039
participants with quali�ed data of the hippocampal and sub�eld volumes obtained from the 30 MR
scanners (Supplementary Fig. 5). The ComBat method was used to harmonize hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes data across scanners, which can remove between-scanner variation and preserve biological
variability71. Then the rank-based inverse Gaussian transformation was applied to enhance Gaussianity
and to reduce the in�uence of outliers. 

UKBB

The UK Biobank (UKBB) cohort is a prospective study of 500,000 individuals aged between 40-69 years
old at recruitment72. UKBB has collected a wide variety of phenotypes and biological samples, a portion
of the participants have performed brain MRI examinations73. With UKBB data, two GWASs have included
hippocampal volume or hippocampal sub�eld volumes as the studied traits, and provided GWAS
summary statistics21,23. One study included 8,411 EUR participants as the discovery dataset and
provided GWAS summary statistics for hippocampal volume21. Another study included 31,968 EUR
participants (21,282 for discovery) and provided GWAS summary statistics for both hippocampal volume
and hippocampal sub�eld volumes23 (https://open.win.ox.ac.uk/ukbiobank/big40/). In the latter study,
the hippocampus and hippocampal sub�elds were also segmented by FreeSurfer v7.0, and thus GWAS
summary statistics of this study23 were used for the trans-ancestry meta-analysis. 

ENIGMA

The enhancing neuroimaging genetics through meta-analysis (ENIGMA)
consortia (http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/) focuses on neuroimaging genetics by pooling worldwide data74.
The consortia have conducted a collaborative large-scale GWAS of hippocampal volume to identify
genetic associations20. The GWAS summary statistics of the mean hippocampus volume was derived
from a meta-analysis of 26,814 EUR participants collected from the ENIGMA consortium and the cohort

http://chimgen/
https://surfer/
https://open/
http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/
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for heart and aging research in genomic epidemiology (CHARGE). The hippocampal volume was
segmented using FMRIB Software Library (FSL)75 and FreeSurfer, details about genotyping, quality
control, and genome-wide meta-analysis can be found in the original paper20.

GWAS of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in CHIMGEN

We used BGENIE v1.321,76 (https://jmarchini.org/bgenie/) to perform GWASs with an additive model,
which tested linear associations between quali�ed genetic variants and hippocampal volumetric traits (n
= 44) in the 7,039 CHIMGEN participants, while controlling for the effects of sex, age, age2, age × sex,
total intracranial volume, and top 3 genetic principal components from PCA.

Trans-ancestry meta-analysis of GWAS summary statistics

Trans-ancestry meta-analysis was performed based on GWAS summary statistics of hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes in EUR participants from UKBB and ENIGMA and in EAS participants from CHIMGEN. All
the base positions of these datasets were based on GRCh37/hg19 human reference genome. For GWAS
summary data from UKBB, we removed genetic variants with MAF < 0.01. Indel variants were removed
because GWAS summary statistics of ENIGMA did not have speci�c allele information. To handle tri-
allelic variants, we matched each variant across the three datasets based on the chromosome, base
position (hg19), and alleles. We applied the METASOFT v.235 (http://genetics.cs.ucla.edu/meta/) to
perform the meta-analysis. METASOFT can perform meta-analysis based on either the �xed-effects
model or the random-effects model. The former estimates the inverse variance weighted effect size, and
the latter detects genetic associations under heterogeneity by Han and Eskin’s Random Effects model.
Because most of the downstream analyses in this study needed beta value and standard error that can
only be obtained from the �xed-effects model, we reported the results derived from the �xed-effects
model as the main results and validated these results by the Han and Eskin’s Random Effects model.
Cochran’s Q test was used to assess the degree of heterogeneity between EAS and EUR GWAS by
estimating the effect size for each genetic variant. Cochran’s Q is based on the   test with a null
hypothesis that homogeneity existed between studies and an alternative hypothesis that heterogeneity
existed between studies. The genome-wide signi�cance threshold was set at P < 5 × 10-8. In a given
genomic region, a lead SNP was de�ned as the SNP with the lowest p-value, and its locus was de�ned as
the ±500 kb region centered at the lead SNP. A locus was considered novel if the lead SNP was ±500 kb
away from any known loci for the hippocampal volumetric traits of interest. 

Comparing linkage disequilibrium between ancestries

LD was measured using r2 between SNPs by PLINK with 1000 Genomes Phase 3 reference dataset. For
each locus, we calculated the r2 between the lead SNP and all remaining SNPs in corresponding locus in
EAS and EUR. The most commonly used threshold of r2 is 0.1 in estimating LD and LD decay77. We
compared the r2 between SNPs that both greater than 0.01 in the two populations.

https://jmarchini.org/bgenie/
http://genetics.cs.ucla.edu/meta/
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Statistical �ne-mapping

Statistical �ne-mapping was carried out using the probabilistic annotation integrator (PAINTOR)37

(https://github.com/gkichaev/PAINTOR_V3.0/wiki). For each included SNP, PAINTOR makes a causal
inference by generating posterior probability based on the Bayes theorem with the effect of associations
and the LD pattern. For each locus, we set a window of 1 Mb centered at the lead SNP and one causal
variant was assumed. For GWAS summary data from a single ancestral population (EUR or EAS), the LD
value of each SNP was estimated based on 1000 genomes phase 3 reference data of EUR or EAS. For
GWAS summary data from the trans-ancestry analysis, we �rst estimated the LD values with the
reference data for each ancestry, and then calculated a weighted LD value for each SNP by including the
sample size of each population in trans-ancestry meta-analysis as respective weight33. The 95% credible
set of a locus was calculated based on the posterior probabilities of SNPs within the locus. Speci�cally,
the posterior probabilities of the SNPs within one locus were ordered from the largest to the smallest, and
then we accumulated the posterior probabilities from the largest one until the joint probability ≥ 95%, the
list of SNPs formed the 95% credible set. To validate the �ne-mapping results derived from PAINTOR, we
also calculated approximate Bayes factors (aBF)38 for each SNP within the locus using its beta and SE
values, and then divided aBF of the SNP by the accumulated aBF for all SNPs within the locus to
calculate the posterior probability of the SNP. The 95% credible set for each locus was determined by the
joint probability ≥ 95% based on the ordering of the posterior probabilities of SNPs within the locus.

Polygenic score (PGS)

The PGS was calculated using PRSice v.1.25 software78 (https://www.prsice.info/). PRSice removed the
ambiguous variants and matched SNPs between base and target datasets, applied LD-pruning on the
target dataset (clump-kb 250kb, clump-r2 0.1). PRSice performed optimization of the p-value threshold for
the most accurate prediction, as measured by r-squared (r2), the explained variance from a multivariate
regression model. We used the r2 to estimate the predictive accuracy. The effects of sex, age, age2, age ×
sex, total intracranial volume, and top 3 genetic principal components from PCA were controlled during
the analysis.

Annotation of the identi�ed SNPs

FUMA42 (https://fuma.ctglab.nl/) was used to perform functional annotation of SNPs identi�ed in the
trans-ancestry meta-analysis. FUMA is an online platform for annotating and prioritizing genetic variants
by integrating comprehensive annotation data sources. We included all SNPs with genome-wide
signi�cance (P < 5 × 10-8) in functional annotation and did not use the LD information. The SNPs were
mapped to the databases of functional annotations, including ANNOVAR categories43, combined
annotation-dependent depletion (CADD) scores44 and eQTL dataset45 of hippocampal tissue provided by
GTEx. ANNOVAR annotates the SNPs based on the SNP’s genic position, such as exon, intron, UTR3, and
intergenic region. CADD scores prioritize deleterious and pathogenic variants. A SNP is considered
potentially pathogenic when the CADD score was above 12.3779. The eQTL dataset describes the

https://github.com/gkichaev/PAINTOR_V3.0/wiki
https://www.prsice.info/
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relationships between SNPs and gene expression in hippocampal tissue, an FDR of 0.05 was used to
de�ne the genome-wide signi�cant eQTL associations. The SNPs were also mapped to GWAS catalog58

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/) of brain-related phenotypes and neuropsychiatric diseases by FUMA.

The identi�ed genetic variants by the trans-ancestry meta-analysis were mapped to genes based on
physical distance; each SNP was mapped to the nearest gene in the human reference assembly
(GRCh37/hg19). The generated genes were investigated by performing a statistical over representation
analysis using WebGestalt57 online tool (http://www.webgestalt.org/) based on GO biological processes.
We used the BH-FDR correction for multiple testing (qc < 0.05).
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Figures

Figure 1

Trans-ancestry meta-analyses of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes. a, The spatial distribution of the 44
hippocampal phenotypes. b, The ideogram shows genomic locations (lead SNPs) of the 161 novel
associations with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes identi�ed by trans-ancestry meta-analyses with all
available samples. c, The ideogram shows genomic locations (lead SNPs) of the 60 novel associations
identi�ed by trans-ancestry meta-analyses with comparable sample size to EUR-speci�c GWASs. d, The
regional plots of a novel locus for the right CA4 body volume only identi�ed by trans-ancestry meta-
analysis with all available samples. e, The regional plots of a locus for the left CA1 body volume only
identi�ed by trans-ancestry meta-analysis with comparable sample size to EUR-speci�c GWAS. f, Effect
sizes and allele frequencies of the 60 novel associations in EAS and EUR as well as representative
examples. The distribution indicates that the inter-ancestry difference in effect size rather than allele
frequency is the main cause for new discoveries in trans-ancestry meta-analyses. The x-axis shows the
effect sizes of the 60 associations in EUR (UKBB, n = 31,968), and the y-axis shows those in EAS
(CHIMGEN, n = 7,039). g, In the 60 novel associations, their lead SNPs show larger effects (Wilcoxon rank-
sum test: P = 5.42 × 10-4 for positive effects in the left column and P = 7.39 × 10-8 for negative effects in
the right column) on hippocampal and sub�eld volumes in EAS (CHIMGEN, n = 7,039) than in EUR (UKBB,
n = 31,968). h, The plot shows no difference in the MAFs of the 50 SNPs from the 60 novel associations
between EAS and EUR (Wilcoxon singed rank test: P = 0.367). i. The Gaussian �tting curves show the
relationship between average LD (50kb as interval, y-axis) and genomic distance (x-axis) in EAS and EUR.
CA, cornu ammonis; EAS, East Asian ancestry; EUR, European ancestry; GC-ML-DG, the granule cell and
molecular layer of the dentate gyrus; GWAS, genome-wide association study; HATA, hippocampus-
amygdala-transition-area; HP, hippocampus proper; LD, linkage disequilibrium; MAFs, minor allele
frequencies; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
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Figure 2

Ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic associations of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes. a, The
ideogram shows genomic locations of the 581 locus-trait associations for hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes. The color of the dots demonstrates the directional consistency of effect between EAS and EUR.
b, The distribution of ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic associations of hippocampal and
sub�eld volumes across the genome. c, The regional plots of two loci with ancestry-shared genetic
associations between EUR and EAS. d, The regional plots of two loci with ancestry-speci�c genetic
associations between EUR and EAS. e, The distribution of ancestry-shared and ancestry-speci�c genetic
associations of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes across the 44 hippocampal volumetric traits. The
compound bar chart shows the counts of ancestry-shared associations, and potential and reliable
ancestry-speci�c genetic associations of hippocampal and sub�eld volumes. EAS, East Asian ancestry;
EUR, European ancestry; GWAS genome-wide association study.

Figure 3

Trans-ancestry �ne-mapping. a, Comparison of the 95% credible sets between trans-ancestry and EUR-
speci�c �ne-mapping (left: 231   loci and 21,282 EUR subjects; right 121   loci and 31,968 EUR subjects). b
and c, Trans-ancestry �ne-mapping (b) and LD pattern (c) of a locus associated with the right CA4 head
volume. The number of SNPs in 95% credible set reduces from three in EUR-speci�c analysis to one in
trans-ancestry �ne-mapping (b), possibly due to the much lower LD of rs1370938 in EAS than in EUR (c).
d, The bar plot shows much lower LD of the 47 SNPs in EAS than in EUR (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: P =
3.78 × 10-133). e, The Gaussian �tting curves show the relationship between average LD (50kb as interval,
y-axis) and genomic distance (x-axis) in EAS and EUR. f, The plot shows lower MAFs of the 47 SNPs in
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EAS than in EUR (Wilcoxon singed rank test: P = 2.51 × 10-4). g, The plot shows no difference (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, P = 0.88) in effect sizes of the 82 associations between trans-ancestry meta-analysis (n =
28,321) and EUR GWASs (n = 31,968). EAS, East Asian ancestry; EUR, European ancestry; GWAS, genome-
wide association study; LD, linkage disequilibrium; MAF, minor allele frequencies; PIP, posterior inclusion
probability; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.

Figure 4

Prediction performance of polygenic scores (PGSs) constructed by different schemes for hippocampal
volumetric traits. a, Prediction performance of the four constructed PGSs for each trait (hippocampal
volume or sub�eld volume). The y-axis shows the variance (R2) of each trait explained by each PGS. The
PGSs are constructed based on GWAS summary statistics derived from four different combinations of
participants: EAS-speci�c GWAS in CHMGEN discovery (n = 5,023), EUR-speci�c GWASs in UKBB
discovery (n = 21,282) and total (n = 31,968), and trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analysis in CHMGEN+UKBB
discovery (n = 26,305). b, Comparison of overall prediction performance of the four PGSs on
hippocampal volumetric traits using Wilcoxon rank-sum test. c, Prediction performance of the seven
constructed PGSs on each trait. The PGSs are constructed based on GWAS summary statistics derived
from seven different combinations of participants: EUR-speci�c GWASs in UKBB discovery (n = 21,282)
and total (n = 31,968), and trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analyses in UKBB discovery (n = 21,282) and �ve
different numbers of CHMGEN discovery (n = 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000). d, Comparison of overall
prediction performance of the seven PGSs on hippocampal volumetric traits using Wilcoxon rank-sum
test.

Figure 5

Annotation of genetic loci associated with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes. a, Categorizing the 4,833
SNPs associated with hippocampal and sub�eld volumes based on genomic location and functional
consequence. b, The yellow circle shows protein-coding genes mapped by the identi�ed SNPs based on
location, and the gene names in red represent those mapped by the novel loci; the gray circle shows the
mapped genes with eQTLs in hippocampal tissue. c, The bubble plot shows the enriched gene ontology
terms of biological process for protein-coding genes. The x-axis shows the level of signi�cance of each
term on the y-axis. The bubble size re�ects the number of genes enriched in a given term. The bubble
color demonstrates the signi�cance of each term from the statistical over-representation analysis. d,
Ideogram of the signi�cant associations between the 66 SNPs correlated with hippocampal and sub�eld
volumes and brain-related traits and neuropsychiatric diseases.
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